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ABSTRACT
With the emerging trend of the Internet of Things and Smart City environments, new trends have
arisen in building applications, too. The current approach to application development, known as
monolithic architecture, is not suitable for the newest appliances. Recently, the microservice-based
application architecture has emerged as a potential solution that could meet the imposed challenges. In
order to educate new generations of software and IT engineers to be able to develop such
microservice-based applications, educators at universities should establish an efficient platform to
ensure this process. This article presents the portable and lightweight platform for teaching
application development based on microservices. The platform is focused on supporting lightweight
publish/subscribe messaging protocols, such as MQTT, and built-on open-source hardware
development boards such as Arduino/Genuino. This Smart City learning platform is designed to
enable the collaborative development of systems, applications and services for the cities of the future,
and it should be efficient enough to support the learning of all the necessary skills that can be used for
the development of complex and large-scale systems. The architecture of the proposed platform, as
well as its elements are presented in this article.
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INTRODUCTION
The variety of the software and hardware technologies that have appeared in the past decade
has shaped new trends for the ICT market. With novel trends, such as the Internet of Things
and Smart City environments, new solutions for building applications have emerged as well.
The current approach of monolithic architecture development is not suitable for the appliances
in these new environments. In order to meet the imposed challenges, the architecture of
microservice-based systems has arisen as a potential solution. The capability of higher
education institutions to educate new software and IT engineers for the development of
microservice-based applications has become an important issue. In order to address this
challenge, universities should establish an effective learning platform for such process.
This article presents the portable and lightweight platform for teaching microservice
application development. The platform is based on open-source hardware and software and it
is focused on supporting lightweight publish/subscribe messaging protocols such as MQTT.
Open-source hardware development boards such as Arduino/Genuino and clones are used as
devices for the platform. The Smart city learning platform is planned to be used in the
learning process within university curricula and it is designed to enable the collaborative
development of systems, applications and services for the smart cities of the future.

RELATED WORK
The importance of integrating microservice-based application development in engineering
education, especially in IoT and Smart City environments, has been underlined by the
following references. According to the first paper, the microservice architecture has emerged
to meet the industry’s needs for scalability, evolvability and maintainability of large-scale
distributed systems. Also, microservices have received a wide adoption in the industry among
companies building large-scale applications, such as Amazon and Netflix, as well as
Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) providers, such as Pivotal [1]. At the same time, the authors
shared their early experience in applying the microservice architectural style to build a Smart
City IoT platform for a variety of applications.
In the second paper [2] the authors present a microservice-based architecture equipped with a
real-time environmental sensor system that has highly scalable applications in a cloud
environment. The purpose of the proposed system is to monitor and control the transportation
of hazardous materials. The authors integrated the global positioning system (GPS) technology,
wireless sensor networks (WSN), geographic information system (GIS), in addition to IoT
technologies, to achieve real-time monitoring and tracking of hazardous materials.
The use of a microservice architecture designed to address the key practical challenges in
smart city platforms called InterSCity is presented in another paper [3]. This is a
microservice-based, open-source, smart city platform that enables the collaborative
development of large-scale systems, applications and services for the cities of the future,
contributing to turn them into truly smart cyber–physical environments [4]. The platform is
presented together with the set of experiments that evaluate its scalability [5].
This article presents the platform for teaching microservice application development based on
open-source hardware and software. The main motivation for developing the presented
platform was to enable the teaching of application development based on a group of
protocols. This group of protocols can be called application layer protocols, although
different names such as messaging protocols, publishing-subscribe protocols or machine-tomachine protocols can be used as well. This group includes protocols such as MQTT
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(Message Queuing Telemetry Transport), AMQP (Advanced Message Queuing Protocol),
XMPP (Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol), DDS (Data Distribution Service),
HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) and CoAP (Constrained Application Protocol) [6]. They
are widely used in Smart City systems, and, as an example, the comparison of the response
time of communication protocols such as CoAP, MQTT, XMPP and WebSocket, used in
smart parking system is given in [7].
The platform has inspired similar studies [8-11] and the previous works of the authors of this
article [13], with a focus on supporting lightweight publish/subscribe messaging protocols
such as MQTT [11, 12]. The platform is built on open-source hardware development boards
such as Arduino/Genuino. This Smart City learning platform is designed to enable the
collaborative development of systems, applications and services for the cities of the future,
and it should be efficient enough to support the learning of all the necessary skills required
for the development of complex and large-scale systems. The architecture of the proposed
platform (hardware and software components of the learning system) as well the experience
with its usage, are presented in this article.

HARDWARE COMPONENTS OF THE LEARNING PLATFORM
Figure 1 shows the scheme of the learning system called LearnMQ. The system has six
hardware components. These components include a laptop, an access point and three sensor
nodes. All devices in the system support the IEEE 802.11 technology for networking. The
laptop has a built-in wireless interface, and the other devices use ESP8266 communication
modules. The function of the hardware components is described in this section.

Figure 1. The topology of the learning system.

The first system component is a laptop (1). The laptop has Windows 10 operating system and
the following software installed: Oracle VM virtual box as virtualization software, Python 3.6
for application development and Wireshark as the network traffic analysing software. The
role of this device is to be one of the wireless clients in the network, and to host Python
publishing and subscribe applications. The laptop also hosts an SQLite database for sensor
data storage. The second component installed on the same device is a virtual machine (2).
This is a CentOS 7.4 server with Mosquitto broker installed. It has the role of a
publish/subscribe broker server. The virtual machine uses virtual Wi-Fi interface in bridged
mode with fixed IP address 192.168.100.100 needed for the Mosquitto MQTT broker. All the
other devices use dynamically allocated IP addresses assigned by the access point (3). The
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utilization of the Wi-Fi interface is essential for this platform since that interface is used for
transferring the data from all sensor nodes to the MQTT broker and subscriber application.
The same interface is used for analysing the network traffic with Wireshark.
The third component (3) is designed as an access point. It is an Arduino/Genuino UNO clone
with an integrated ESP8266 communication module called Wemos D1 R2. This module
enables communication by using the IEEE 802.11 technology. This device is designed to have
the role of the access point. In order to provide the feedback information for users, the I2C
LCD 20x4 is attached to it. Its role is to act as the access point in the wireless network and to
allow connection for other wireless clients. This device also has the role of a DHCP server.
The devices (1), (4), (5) and (6) use the access point to connect to the network. The LCD is
used to show the number of devices connected to the network, and the information that can
be used for other client devices to access the network, such as the network name (SSID) and
passphrase. The IP address of the access point (192.168.100.2) is displayed as well. The
problem with the usage of Wemos D1 R2 or any similar device based on ESP8266 as the
access point is that there is a limitation to connecting up to four wireless clients. The default
setting of the device is limited to four clients, although, according to the documentation, there
is a possibility to extend this limitation up to eight devices. For the present research, the
authors did not make a change to increase the limit of connected devices. As an alternative,
an Android smartphone as a Wi-Fi hotspot can be used. The Android smartphone also has a
limitation of allowing up to eight connected devices per network. The second alternative is to
use the real access point as a dedicated device or a device that is part of the infrastructure. In
order to make this learning platform easy to set up and portable, the Wemos D1 R2 or
Android smartphone is considered for usage. For this particular research, only the Wemos D1
R2 is used. The laptop with a Python publishing script simulates the fourth sensor node with
stationID TIS. The laptop does not have a sensor attached to it, and the sensor values are
generated randomly.
Three devices (4), (5) and (6) represent wireless sensor nodes. They are built on
Arduino/UNO clone devices. Each device is built upon a different clone type. The node with
stationID SSA is based on Wemos D1 R2 (4), the node with stationID SHE (5) is based on
Espduino and the node with stationID PFP (6) is based on NodeMCU. Each node has an
attached gas sensor MQ-135 for air quality monitoring. The sensors are not calibrated, and
sensor accuracy is not important in this case. These sensors are used to generate data to be
transferred (published) to the message broker. The devices use MQTT protocol for publishing
sensor data. The Arduino IDE is used for device programming with the usage of additional
MQTT library. All three devices can be programmed using the same IDE code (with minor
changes) and libraries.

SOFTWARE COMPONENTS OF THE LEARNING PLATFORM
The software architecture of the system is based on the microservices model, and it is
presented in Figure 2. The figure describes six main software components of the learning
platform. The first presented component of the system (1) is the MQTT broker. The
Mosquitto software is used as the MQTT broker. It is installed on the previously described
CentOS server, deployed on the virtual machine. The Mosquitto server listens to port 1883
for accepting publishing messages. All messages containing sensor data and additional
information are sent using the MQTT protocol and are directed to my_queue.
The sensor nodes (2), (4), (5) and (6) send sensor data via the MQTT protocol to the
Mosquitto broker. First node (2) uses Python script to simulate sensor data. The other three
nodes (Arduino/Genuino UNO clones) are prototyped wireless sensor stations that send gas
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Figure 2. The architecture of the learning system.

sensor data. Data acquisition is enabled by a non-calibrated MQ-135 gas sensor designed for
air quality monitoring. Since the purpose of the presented platform is not environment
monitoring in real systems, the sensor data are sent in raw format. The value of the data ranges
from 0 to 1023 and represents an analogue value read with the Arduino function
analogRead(). All nodes have a stationID consisting of three letters. The three nodes have
following IDs respectively: SSA, SHE and PFP. The laptop has stationID TIS. All four nodes
send the data in CSV format. The message begins with the stationID, followed by a comma
and the sensor value, e.g., DHE,748. In this research no particular attention is paid to define
the format of the message. So the message length is 8 bytes. Three bytes are used for the
stationID, one byte for comma, and four bytes for sensor values. The MQTT message has a
total length of 16 bytes, 8 bytes for sensor node data with the addition of 8 bytes for the name
of the queue (my_queue).
The software component (3) is a Python script that enables subscription to the MQTT broker
and the data sent to my_queue. Besides the subscription to the sensor data published in
my_queue, the script displays the received messages on a computer screen and stores the
received data in an SQLite database (7). The SQLite database is used in this architecture
because of its simplicity, but for the future usage, document-oriented database systems such
as MongoDB or time series database (TSDB) such as InfluxDB will be considered.

EXPERIENCES WITH THE PLATFORM
The platform has not yet been validated in the teaching process. However, platform
validation was carried out in the testing phase with experimental runs. During these
experimental runs, the platform proved to be stable and worked without problems. The
platform is easy to set up, and the devices connect in the ad-hoc wireless network without a
problem. After powering on all devices, the platform starts to work automatically, since the
Mosquitto broker runs automatically on server start, and sensor nodes automatically attempt
to assign to the Mosquitto broker. After successful assignment to the broker, each sensor
node immediately starts to send sensor data in five-second intervals. The example of
messages received with the subscription script is displayed on the laptop screen in the
corresponding form (Figure 3).
Traffic analyses, which can be used to teach students the main principles of publish/subscribe
protocols, and network data analyses are performed with Wireshark – widely used network
analyzing software. Wireshark has supported the MQTT protocol since version 1.12.0. The
platform in operating mode during the testing period is presented in Figure 4.
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Figure 3. Received messages displayed by the subscriber.

Figure 4. The learning system in testing period.

The platform was in test usage four times for about five hours. During this period, the
platform worked without any problems. Based on the operation of the platform during the
testing phase, it can be concluded that the platform is stable and it works correctly. Regarding
the easiness of using the platform, it was concluded that the platform is suitable for usage in
the classroom, for demonstrating the functioning of publishing/subscribe protocols, as well as
for the students’ collaborative work on the development of microservice-based applications.

CONCLUSION
This article presents a portable and lightweight learning platform for teaching IoT or
publishing/subscribe protocols. This platform is focused on teaching and explaining the main
principles of the the MQTT protocol, but it can be expanded with other similar protocols as
well (AMQP, XMPP, etc.). The platform is designed to be used in the engineering education
process within university curricula in order to enable the students to learn IoT technologies.
This platform can be used for teaching microservice-based application development for the
IoT. The presented platform is entirely based on open-source hardware and software, which
makes this platform low-cost and easily applicable.
Further research will be conducted in three principal directions. The first direction is the
expansion of this platform in order to support a more extensive range of protocols, primarily
the AMQP (with server such as RabitMQ) and XMPP (with server such as Prosody). The
usage of other databases such as MongoDB and InfluxDB will also be also considered. In
order to use the platform in the learning process, educational materials and tutorials should be
provided. The lack of tutorials is one of the main reasons why the platform has not yet been
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evaluated in the learning process. After the completion of the tutorials and the design of
laboratory exercises, the next step will be the experimental usage of the platform in the
learning process. Finally, an effort will be made to adopt this platform to be used as a testing
model for real-world IoT application development.
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